
Thinking beyond brainstorming
ThinkAway ends the status quo around idea generation.  We offer the next 
generation of brainstorming and ideation sessions to help your team create 
interesting, innovative ideas.

ThinkAway incorporates the best practices of idea generation and introduces 
great new features, including trained facilitators, defined innovation processes 
and software tools, and coaching after the ideation is complete. Implementing 
great new ideas is what counts, not simply capturing them.

ThinkAhead

Working with your team, we prepare 
the participants by framing the issue 
and providing preparation materials 
and thought provoking exercises.  This
approach “breaks the ice” and helps 
get real innovation started quickly.

ThinkAway

During the ThinkAway segment
of the ideation process, our
facilitators work with your team 
to generate and capture your ideas in
a space designed to inspire
creativity and innovation.  ThinkAway
sessions may also create rough
prototypes of ideas for further ideation
and discussion.

ThinkThrough

Once the ideation session is complete,
our ThinkThrough phase ensures ideas
remain fresh and relevant, through the
use of web-based idea management tools
and follow-up coaching.
We also provide rapid prototyping of 
your ideas to speed evaluation of great
ideas.

A ThinkAway session provides
significantly more value than 
a traditional brainstorming event,
ensuring greater participation, 
from your team, a greater quantity
of ideas and increased quality, 
and an emphasis on implementing
the ideas that are generated.

Tap the creative force of your
organization with a process
that energizes your team
and encourages ideation.
ThinkAway sessions create
ideas that are valuable and
ensures good ideas are pursued.
ThinkAway sessions can include
rapid prototyping at an additional
charge.

ThinkAway sessions include
the use of web-based
software to capture and share
ideas, and a coaching process
once the ideation is complete
to encourage evaluation and
implementation of ideas.
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A ThinkAway session is managed in three parts:



Benefits

ThinkAway sessions create more ideas of higher quality and incorporate all
perspectives and participants.  ThinkAway sessions occur in facilities that are
configured to encourage creativity.  Our trained facilitators have deep 
experience leading ideation sessions, and processes and tools to extend their
reach.  After the ideation is complete, ThinkAway tools provide electronic 
access and our facilitators provide additional coaching and encouragement to 
ensure ideas are evaluated and implemented.

These features mean you’ll have much more success generating ideas and
a higher probability of identifying and actually implementing the ideas you
generate.

Ready to 
Innovate on Purpose™?

For more information,
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Locations

ThinkAway sessions are set-up onsite or offsite for our clients, and in
specially selected locations which will enhance creativity and idea generation.
For example, in Research Triangle Park, NC, we’ve teamed with the Museum 
of Life and Science, Exploris and Playspace to provide ThinkAway programs 
in these creative spaces.

Offerings

ThinkAway sessions are flexible and can be configured to your needs.  We 
offer specific ThinkAway sessions tailored to half-day, full day and 2 day 
sessions, depending on your needs.  Our facilitators and team leaders are 
also available to provide a short talk or inspirational presentation at your 
meetings.

Contact us today to schedule a brainstorming session that 
generates ideas you can implement quickly and successfully


